
Setting Examples

“Remember in your story that setting is the other character. 
It is as important to your story as the people in it because it gives them context and can ideally 

be used to heighten drama and tension, depending on where it is.” 

— Author, Rob Parnell

Opening to “Moments of Being: An Antarctic Quintet” by Gretchen Legler
“I had been lying on my back, taking notes, looking up into the crystals and into that blue that still amazes me - blue so blue 
it was as if my eyes had broken; blue so blue it was like gas that faded away into more and more intense blue violet; beauty 
so expansive I could not contain it - I had to break to let it in. The �rst time I had been in an antarctict ice cave, months earlier, 
the person who took me there said that often people who go down into crevasses and into ice caves are so overcome by the 
blue that it makes them cry. I remembered that as I lay there on my back, taking notes, trying to draw the crystals that hung 
like blooms of �owers above me, trying to �gure out where the blue began and where it ended.” 

Excerpt from ”Island” by Gretel Ehrlich 
“Humpbacked, willow-fringed, the island is the size of a boat, roughly eighty-�ve feet by twenty, and lies on the eastern edge 
of a small man-made lake on our Wyoming ranch. I call this island Alcatraz because I once mistook a rare whooping crane 
that had alighted in the lower �eld for a pelican, and that’s what the Spanish alcatraz means: pelican. But the name was also a 
joking reference to the prison island I threatened to send my saddle horse to if he was bad, though in fact my Alcatraz was his 
favorite spot on the ranch to graze.”

Opening from “Living al Chuco” by Dagoberto Gilb
“I’m not going to tell you about the Rio Grande. I realize it’s what most of you think of when you think of El Paso. You think of 
the Border Patrol cruising, dust trailing their o�-road vehicles as they chase indocumentados who are looking for work 
framing houses or cleaning them once they’ve been occupied. I’m not going to tell you about Juarez in the day or in the 
night, about its danger or lack of, or which mercado is best for what, or which bar mixes the strongest margaritas. I’m not 
going to tell you where to �nd Rosa’s Cantina. I’m not going to tell you about ostrich or snake or alligator boots. Though 
boots are cool. I like boots. I wear boots, but I ain’t gonna talk about them. 
 First o�, it’s not the river at all. Those of us who live here rarely acknowledge the river you know and see in romanti-
cized movie clips and glossy photos. We talk about the mountains. The Franklins, the bottom vertebrae of the Rockies, are 
what we see every day, what we drive around and over on workdays and days o�. As imposing as the sky, they’re outside 
with us, and the barbecue, on dia de las madres and Memorial Day and all the others we pay attention to here. They’re there 
when we pull the weeds--gotta have gloves because of nasty espinas. The mountains are here when we pull the car over the 
curb, tires across the rough topography of our dirt yards, and we’ve dragged the hose and soapy bucket over, or new parts 
and old wrenches...”
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